
As the discussion leader, here are a few things to keep in mind for your Life 

Group: • Pray for your group discussion time! • Review your notes from 
Sunday’s message and familiarize yourself with the discussion questions prior 

to your group meeting. • Choose a few questions from the guide which you feel 
will generate the most discussion in your group. For questions with multiple 
parts, answer the first part before reading the next part to the group. These 
questions are designed to build on the answer of the previous part before 
moving on. 
 
Getting to Know Me 

What is the most opulent building you have ever been in? 
 
Exploring the Word – 1 Kings 8:1-23 
 

1. As you listened to the message, what points stood out?    
2. Read 1 Kings 8:1-5.  The completion of the temple required a 

community effort.  What various roles in completing and dedicating the 
temple do the Israelites have in these verses?  What does this 
demonstrate about the importance of community and the importance 
of worshiping in a community of faith? 

3. Compare and contrast the attitudes of the people who gave gifts for 
building the tabernacle - refer to Exodus 35: 5, 21, 22, 26, and 29 - with 
the attitudes of the Israelites who offered sacrifices for the temple.  
How can we act in the same manner in our relationships today?    

4. Read 1 Kings 8:6-16.  The people celebrated the completion of the 
temple and invited God to be present there.  How did God respond to 
the invitation?  What is the first step to inviting God to be part of our 
lives today? How can we continue to invite God to be present? 

5. Solomon showed hospitality to God and invited the community to show 
hospitality to God.  What are some ways that we can show hospitality 
to other people, both inside of and outside of the church? 

6. Read 1 Kings 8:17-23.  Why did Solomon build the temple?  How does 
fasting and praying honor God?  How has your relationship with God 
grown over the past week of praying and fasting? 

1 Kings 8:1-23 

I. Temple: the people make a house into a home (vv. 1-5) 

• Families are little ________________ that turn houses into homes. 

• Families train us to love, forgive, challenge others who are ______  
us. (Mt. 5:46-47) 

• Love does not need to be convinced to _____________________. 

• Sin is the selfish attempt at relationship without ______________. 

II. Temple: an invitation to become family (vv. 6-11) 

• Worship in the _________ is the orbit and border of God’s family. 

• The Temple without God’s ________ is like a body without a soul. 

• Family is an invitation of _________________ with expectations of 
___________________ and boundaries of ___________________.  

• Temple and Tabernacle are the healthy progressions of relational  
___________________, not replacement. 

III. Temple: hospitality widens the orbit of home (vv. 12-16) 

• The cloud was God’s invitation of acceptance into his __________. 

• We can’t give God a house, but we can __________________ God 
into the orbit of our home. 

• How we prepare for guests reveals our __________________ and 
_________________ for them. 

• Hospitality is the ability to make a foreigner feel like they are 
_________________. 

IV. Temple: family makes room (17-23) 

• God’s name “________” reflects that he alone is without borders.  

• God makes room in his plans for our ________________________ 

and _______________________. 

• Family love makes room for the other’s _____________________. 

• Fasting is a spiritual discipline that helps us to ________________ 
with God.  

• The lifting of hands is the universal sign of ___________________. 
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